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Foreword
The word CHALLENGE, object and target of numerous debates that pervade the innovation environment, is quite
suitable to the process experienced by students and professors in the Master’s and PhD Programs on Innovation
at the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais – UFMG (Minas Gerais Federal University) and by the Belo Horizonte
Tourism Company – BELOTUR. After all, the verbs challenge and instigate became the essence of the initiative
embraced and encompassed by all those involved and, after months of hard work, they culminated in a case
study that yielded practical applications for structuring the Belo Horizonte Tourism Innovation Lab.
The interests of students and professionals in the different areas covered by UFMG Innovation Program in
surveying data, discussing and refining information about innovation models applied to tourism reflects the
optimistic perspective for developing joint actions involving academia and public agencies, seeking positive
reverberation for tourism in the Minas Gerais capital city, as well as the intersection between this segment and
several other sectors.
Therefore, what started as an approximation between public sector and academia, yielded a series of initiatives,
which gradually materialized in concrete actions, such as this e-book, a fruit of the authors’ effort, dedication and
hours of study.
The content you are about to read is the sum of the views of those involved in the challenge of structuring
theoretical bases, regarding the construction of joint and sustainable solutions for tourism in Belo Horizonte.
Enjoy the reading!

Summary
Belotur sought UFMG for assistance in developing a Tourism Innovation Lab, using labs in Montreal, Paris and
Portugal as models. Firstly, candidates in the UFMG Innovation Master’s and PhD program prepared a feasibility
plan that identifies the guidelines and operation model for the laboratory, to be implemented by Belotur. The
study became the object of analysis for the future masters and doctors, and became a case to structure the bases
for innovation within the company, in a systematic and permanent nature, allowing for the its expansion to the
organization’s external environment. The project signals Belotur’s resuming the straitening of its relationship
with learning institutes, seeking reciprocity between theory and practice. In order to promote the exchange with
the academic environment and to consolidate our capital city as a smart, competitive and sustainable tourism
destination, Belotur launched the project FUTURISMO - Tourism Research and Innovation Program. During the
launching ceremony, the Tourism Innovation Lab feasibility study and the corresponding e-book were introduced.
Keywords: Innovation, Smart Cities, Tourism
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION TO INNOVATION
Paulo Adriano Freitas Borges

UFMG. E-mail: pauloadriano.borges@gmail.com

Presentation
This e-book was prepared as requested by Belotur, by the graduate students (Innovation Master’s and PhD
Program), as part of the innovation project practical application program in the discipline Advanced Innovation
Topics, taught by Professor Rochel Monteiro Lago.

Introduction
Since economist Joseph Schumpeter, in the 40s, pointed out the role played by innovation in economic progress,
a lot has been studied about making countries, regions or companies more innovative.
Innovation may be defined in many different ways, but, in its essence, it must be understood as introducing a
new idea or method, which may generate benefits, and in which people are interested.
For the last decades, the way innovation is practiced has changed. If earlier innovation used to be closed and
restricted to small and select research groups in universities and large companies, nowadays, innovation is much
more collaborative (open innovation) and dynamic. Being capable of connecting to new sources of knowledge,
regardless of where they are, has became essential. (Chesbrough, 2012)
More recently, an important actor emerged in this innovation evolution line scenario: startups, lighter, more agile
and more creative than large corporations. The same startups emerge in all areas, boosted by major opportunities
offered by new technologies, especially the internet.
In the tourism industry, as expected, innovation has transformed the traveler’s experience radically, in all aspects.
Never have tourists been so well informed, nor have they being as demanding of quality service and unforgettable
experiences. Some changes, made possible by the technology provided by the internet, have ultimately changed
how tourism is made, including:
• Shared accommodations – maybe one of the most radical changes was the model of shared
accommodations launched by Airbnb, which now has a net worth of 25 billion dollars, a higher value
than most traditional large hotel chains.
• Being one’s own tour guide – a set of apps, allowing the travelers to share data of their experience,
empower tourists to the point they are capable of getting to a restaurant where they had never been
before, ordering a famous dish and knowing the name of the most helpful waiter in the place.
• Do it yourself – using the right technology, tourists are able to book a flight, get their boarding passes
through their cell phones, use check-in machines, book a car with a driver, among several other
disintermediation, which may be observed in the industry.
Tourism Innovation Lab: Feasibility study
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What will the next tourism innovations be?
Exactly for considering participating in this tourism innovation scenario, Belotur, by means of a pioneer initiative,
took the first steps towards creating the first innovation center specialized in tourism, for the city of Belo Horizonte
and its surroundings.
Aiming at the creation of a private innovation center, which could be the birthplace of new technologies, the
partnership with UFMG was established, through the Master’s and PhD programs on Innovation.
During one semester, graduate students delved into the topic of tourism innovation to design the first lines of this
project, which is presented below.

References
Chesbrough, H. 2012. Inovação Aberta: como criar e lucrar com a tecnologia. Porto Alegre - Ed Bookman.
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Chapter 2
DIAGNOSES OF BELOTUR’S INTERNAL INNOVATION CULTURE
Arthur Gabriel da Silvaa, Lucas Ferreira Folgadob, Priscila Maria Teixeira Gonçalves de Souzac
a,b,c – UFMG. E-mail: arthur.gabriel.338@gmail.com; lucasff1000@outlook.com; priscila.mtsouza@outlook.com

Introduction
Interviews and diagnoses of a company’s culture and processes are common steps taken in creating and
implementing a work methodology in corporate environments. After all, one must know, prior to starting the
creation of a new work proposal, what the needs for operations are, and what the corporate environment is like,
as well as what the relations between sectors and departments are like.
In the process of understanding the need to implement internalized innovation processes in Belotur Tourism
Company, it was detected that a first effort must be directed to the analysis of the current relation employees and
their managers maintain with the concept of innovation, with innovative or innovation-related projects, as well
as of internal problems that may affect the internal initiative’s success.
Therefore, a diagnosis methodology was defined with questions designed to answer specific questions the
consulting team had about Belotur’s own operation and possibilities, to ensure the following steps were defined,
from the answers obtained up to their analyses and by developing the following actions.

Methodology adopted
Interviews were used for diagnosis, considering the main goal was an exploratory one, to understand Belotur and
its operation, as well as its contribution to the project. In addition, interviews allow interviewees to think about
the events, with no need for written commitments. (Gray, 2012)
According to Cohen and Manion (2000), interviews may play several roles, such as collecting information and
knowledge to test hypotheses by identifying variables. However, interviews are means for obtaining primary
data, rather than complete and final information, which require a large-scale study.
There are several types of interviews, varying in technique, goal and survey target. After analyzing our goals,
our target audience, and the information we needed to have, we opted for semi-structured interviews as a
methodology that provides us with several advantages, such as:
1. they are not standardized;
2. they are used in qualitative analyses;
3. there is no need to follow the order of questions, the interviewer controls the direction the interview
will take;
4. they allow for reaching deeper views and opinions from the interviewees’ answers; (Gray, 2012)
Tourism Innovation Lab: Feasibility study
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After determining the type of interview to be conducted, the following steps are determining who the interviewees
will be, the information to be obtained, the preparation of a script, and scheduling the interviews, followed by
the interviews themselves.
Firstly, we understood how Belotur is structured. It is divided into 6 departments. Armed with this information,
we understood the importance of interviewing a representative for each department. After that, we scheduled
the interviews to be held, all of them on the same day, and prepared the hypotheses and the script.
One member of each department underwent a semi-structured interview held at Belotur facilities, for approximately
25 to 30 minutes, in the presence of two representatives of the Belotur project.
We interviewed one person from each department: director’s office, department of operations and events,
department of communication, department of marketing and tourism promotion, department of administration
and finances and department of innovation policies.

Hypotheses
The development of hypotheses, in accordance with the defined interview methodology, is a good practice for
eliciting the expected answers, as it reduces the chances of getting diffuse and decontextualized answers in the
diagnosis.
Questions were created based on the hypotheses generated, which touch on the same topics, but do not address
them directly, regarding the diagnosis’ goals.
The hypotheses raised were:
1. Belotur is not clear about the appropriate methodology for the initiative;
2. Belotur is not clear about the results/targets it aims at with this initiative;
3. The initiative resulted from an internal desire by Belotur’s board of directors;
4. This initiative is not fully advertised inside Belotur;
5. Belotur conducts or has already conducted entrepreneurship and innovation initiatives and has the
internal team to execute them;
6. Belotur currently has strategic partnerships with actors in the innovation ecosystem in Belo Horizonte;
7. Resources, and the flexibility to reallocate such resources (financial, time, personnel), are available for
executing
8. Initiatives of this kind.

Results and discussion
As part of the semi-structured methodology adopted, questions were prepared in relation to the hypotheses, to
enable validating or invalidating them, as provided in Table 1.
The interviews with Belotur employees did not allow for identifying its current missions and values, as the
company was undergoing a strategic redefinition process.
Up to the interview date, only one innovation action in Belo Horizonte by the company was identified, namely
its partnership with the company P4Tree during Belo Horizonte Carnival activities in 2018. In addition, Belotur
Tourism Innovation Lab: Feasibility study
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has a partnership with SEBRAE to hold an event on tourism innovation, as identified by one of the interviewers.
These interviews reveal that the idea for this Belotur project did not result from an internal demand, despite being
aligned with the new strategy the company is currently adopting, especially by the department of Tourism and
Innovation Policies, i.e. turning Belo Horizonte into a reference city for smart tourism, by means of innovation in
tourism.
During the interviews, an internalized desire to generate new business in the tourism sector by means of innovation
was also observed in Belotur. Some interviewees reported the company received different requests to generate
new tourism-related enterprises in Belo Horizonte; however, with its current structure, Belotur is not capable of
making these enterprises a reality. Thus, some employees wish to use innovation to comply with these demands.
An examples of enterprise mentioned several times by the interviewees, was a project for having paddleboats
on Pampulha Lake.
Interviews conducted with the six Belotur employees and conversations with other two employees directly
connected to the Tourism and Innovation Policies department revealed that this innovative project, for Belotur,
was at an initial maturity stage, as no goals or well-defined results were identified for this project. However, the
project was aligned with the company’s new strategy to position itself as a reference for tourism innovation.
Developing this innovation project for Belotur required understanding how the company’s financial structure
and identifying the possibilities of employee action in the project. This will affect the strategic definition of
funding and scope for the project actions. The interviews allowed us to validate hypothesis 7, with reservations,
considering that, using Belotur’s own resources would require planning allocation of resources to execution in the
following year, 2019. In addition, it was possible to confirm that Belotur, as a government company, may perform
paid activities, thus enabling the generation of revenue based on this innovation project. Belotur employees may
work on the project, as long as they are incorporated in the project. However, they do not have experience in the
project’s area of operation.
TABLE 1 - Hypotheses and questions in the interview script
Nº DA HIPÓTESE

PERGUNTA

VALIDADA

1

Define the program (time, method, results, Belotur’s role, third parties,
participants, etc.)

Validated

2

What impact would this initiative have in Belo Horizonte and in the world?

Invalidated, with
reservations

3

How did the project come about? Whose demand was it?

Invalidated

4

What areas are or will be involved in this project (directly or indirectly)?

Validated

5

Is executing innovation initiatives a habit?

Invalidated

6

How does the recruitment and execution processes for these initiatives take
place? Who is involved?

Validated

7

How are resources allocated to this type of projects? Is the lack of previous
allocation a problem?

Validated with reservations

Source: Prepared by the authors, 2018
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Chapter 3
INTERNATIONAL INNOVATION MODELS
Ana Flávia Rodrigues Sales Curttsa, Jarbas da Cunha e Silvab, Giovani Moreira dos Santosc
a,b,c – UFMG. E-mail: anafrsales@gmail.com; jcsgoforit@gmail.com; giovanisantos.consultor@gmail.com

Introduction
Before starting the project, we must identify references for the topic, to determine what already exists out there, and
to adapt such models to the intended application conditions. Therefore, the group chose to research the existing
laboratories. Considering this is an innovative initiative designed to foment and develop innovative projects in
the tourism, entertainment and culture sectors, few results were found and, among them, world benchmarks
stand out, such as the cases of Paris, Montreal and, more recently, Portugal with its Tourism Innovation Center.
The benchmark researches are more than collecting publicly available information and consist of performing
a comparative analysis of the experiences, emphasizing and identifying gaps, problems and shortcomings, as
well as the best project management practices. Such exercise leads to a learning experience, allowing for the
development of a specific setup for the new project that is initiated, adapted to local conditions and market niche
(TIDD et al., 2008, p. 167).
Information publicly available included data from centers in Paris, Montreal, Portugal, London and Sweden. In
addition, a procedure for creating an innovation center, connected to the Toyen region in Oslo, Norway, was
identified. Interviews were conducted with the centers in Paris, Montreal and Portugal, as the centers in London
and Sweden were not available for interviews. The data provided here about these two locations, therefore, are
publicly available on websites associated with the institutions.
The Traveltech Lab, located in London, England, is a coworking space designed to foster innovation, collaboration
and creativity, with 30 spaces for start-up companies to develop solutions for the tourism industry, in all aspects.
The space is located at the “London & Partners”, London’s official advertising agency. No details about the
center’s financial sustainability are publicly available, but the content available on the institution site mentions
private partners and the possibility of people becoming partners in exchange for participation in events and
access to spaces.
The Swedish Tourism Innovation Center, in Stockholm, Sweden, is designed to encourage innovation and
entrepreneurship in the tourism sector, developing national and international partnerships. Activities developed
at the laboratory include: bringing stakeholders - new entrepreneurs and the tourism sector - together; developing
innovative products, services and business models; establishing tourism as a tool for dealing with society
challenges. The center provides consultancy in several areas, such as product development, technology transfer,
and business, as well as courses, study cases, and others.
The Toyen Startup Village, in Oslo, Norway, case deals with the stages for creating an innovation center, even if
it is not geared towards tourism. Based on this information, the stages could be adapted, considering the city of
Belo Horizonte and the intended goals. When the potential for developing innovation in Toyen (district of Oslo)
was identified, surveys were conducted to determine the potential, define an embryonic project to start local
Tourism Innovation Lab: Feasibility study
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innovation, understand the local community needs and how to deal with them, identify gaps in Oslo innovation,
and engage the potential stakeholders that may be interested in the project. This study was conducted by means
of interviewing people associated with Oslo’s innovation ecosystem, interviewing strategic players in the Toyen
community, assessing available locations, talking with stakeholders and partners, analyzing costs, preparing an
architectural and financial modeling plan, and evaluating feasibility.
As Belotur indicated the cases of the Paris, Montreal and Portugal laboratories as reference, they were approached in
search of more information, and in an attempt to identify their operation conditions, organizational competencies,
extent of operations and scope of the researched laboratories, as well as their processes, services, position in their
ecosystem, performance metrics, etc. An initial survey was performed by searching information of the Internet to
structure the Skype interviews with the laboratory managers, whose main questions are provided in APPENDIX
1 in this work.
Questions were asked regarding: mission and goals, governance, sustainability, physical structure,
operationalization, performance indicators, among others. The initial survey revealed that the centers’ mission
and goals are quite similar, as they generally aim at encouraging, promoting and fostering innovative initiatives
in the tourism sector and its related or complementary areas, such as transportation, culture, lodging, restaurants
and entertainment.
Among its goals, the Paris Tourism Innovation Welcome City Lab lists seeking to assist in business modeling and
escalation, strengthening relationships and negotiations among new entrepreneurs and partners in the sector.
The Portugal case indicates, among its objectives, developing the innovation process, anticipating future changes.
Montreal lists as its goals, among other actions, assisting the tourism sector in reinventing itself, promoting
synergy between the sector and the innovation ecosystem. Comparative table 2 was prepared based on data
obtained in the interviews, and it provides a summary of the investigated aspects.

Tourism Innovation Lab: Feasibility study
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TABLE 2 - Summary chart - Tourism Lab Benchmark

Sustainability

Governance

KEY FACTORS

PARIS (2012)

PORTUGAL (2017)

Government Independence

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partners decide

Participate in guideline
decisions via a committee.

Participate in guideline
decisions via a committee.

Do not decide. Only the NEST
manager group.

Annual capital

1 M Euro

500 thousand Canadian
dollars

425 thousand Euro

Revenue source

10% public and 90% private,
with 40% from partners and
50% from 30 startups (18
thousand Euro/year per startup)

25% public and 75% private

8% public and 92%

Revenue and Expenses

R: coworking and startups; E:
wages and rent

R: coworking; E: undeclared

Undeclared

Equity

No

No

No

Funding to startups

P1 – 30 thousand Euro for a
year

No

No

Funding

Assistance in obtaining up to
90 thousand, meeting social
and environmental criteria, and
development and innovation
potential.

No

No

Information about the facility
size is not available.

500m²

Physical Structure

Modality: Rent

Leased for 5 years

620m²

Team

4 = Executive Director, Event
4 = General manager, 2 Project
director, communication
manager, 1 CHO + occasional
director, and 1 occasional
Paris &Co. coaches
employee.

14 = Director,
Tourismologist, Finance
Manager, Administrative
Manager, Planner, Operation
Designer, among others.

Activities developed

P1 and P2 Incubation,
Academy, Coworking,
Experimentation and events;
Observatory.

Incubation, Events, Training
and conferences, Coworking,
DemoDays.

Incubation, Startup Academy,
Challenges/Hackathons;
Academy for HR qualification;
Promoting Experimentation;
Events.

Counterparts to third
parties

Define strategy for action,
priority areas and seek to
integrate innovation to their
businesses.

Strengthening the sector
by meeting market
demands, and incorporating
innovations.

Undeclared

Requirements to join the
program.

Increased tourism in Lisbon,
research development, $
return to NEST companies.

Others

Operationalization

MONTREAL (2017)

# incubated companies (100);
Indicators

# jobs created (600); $ raised;
# collaborations (100);
#partners 5>16 (none left).

Source: Prepared by the authors, 2018
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The sector is encouraged by promoting entrepreneurship and by developing businesses, as well as by development
and experimentation of projects and the qualification of companies for innovation and digital and creative
economy.
As shown on the above table, the laboratories are independent organizations from local government, despite
having been created in confluence with local development policies. The three centers have directive committees
to deal with allocations issues in all activities provided and areas of operation, priorities rules and criteria. The
committees in Paris and Montreal consist of founding partners or members, and, in Portugal, of a managing
group.
The search for financial sustainability of the centers and the search for financial assistance from the partners
in these programs are pillars for their survival and for the continuous development of emerging startups. It is
observed that large part of the resources originate in private initiative. Laboratories also collect revenue from
renting coworking space, and the Paris lab charges for the initial Acceleration Program (P1). Startups in the
acceleration program have access to 30 thousand Euro in funding, as a fomentation measure, by means of
municipal development agency, Paris & Co, as well as to assistance in obtaining financing from external agents.
Service and activities offered by the laboratories include, in general, acceleration programs, incubation, coworking,
product experimentation, events, courses, qualification, competitions, demodays, etc. The interviews made
with managers showed the key role played by the laboratories in the innovation ecosystems, and the surveyed
centers unanimously attest to the need to be in constant contact with local innovation community players and
with companies in the sector, which allows for experimenting innovative products and services in actual market
conditions.
Physical structures and staff vary in accordance with local conditions offered when the laboratories are created.
This measure must be adjusted for Belo Horizonte, as the conditions for its creation will be setup during its
creation process. In addition, the project must be adapted to the city’s potential and characteristics, among other
aspects and dimensions, which will be addressed on specific sections in this report.
Despite these laboratories’ purposes - promoting economic activities in the tourism sector and other related
areas, as well as the tourism experience itself - we consider the indicators provided in the Paris case to be
the most appropriate to measure laboratory performance, namely: number of incubated/accelerated startups;
number of jobs created; funding raised via partnerships; number of collaborations for startup experimentation of
their products and services; and the number of institutional partners/organizations in the laboratories as well as
their permanence in the executed programs.
Laboratory managers, when asked during the interviews about the problems and challenges of implementing
a tourism innovation lab, indicated as obstacles: persuasion and agreement phase, both for government and
private sector partners, for creating the laboratories; advertising experimentation spaces and opportunities by
the entrepreneurs at strategic locations; difficulty in finding the right partners; promoting contact and negotiation
between entrepreneurs and partners already established in the market segments; and, ultimately, the complex
process involving the promotion and creation of innovation.
As we had the opportunity to interview laboratory managers directly, we asked them to make recommendations
for the city of Belo Horizonte, that is, what they would recommend for the implementation of a laboratory
designed to promote innovation. The WCL in Paris emphasized the need to seek public independence of the
laboratory, although the link with the government needs to be maintained; the need to be part of the local
innovation ecosystem, and the need to be open to all types of ideas, activities, partnerships and processes.
An example of this is WCL offering its space for disciplines in the Master’s program in tourism, offered by a
Tourism Innovation Lab: Feasibility study
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Parisian university. The Portuguese center managers strongly recommended good marketing, to ensure visibility
for the laboratory project to involve new companies in the program. Finally, Montreal warned us to seek relative
flexibility in building the laboratory, using the bottom-up dynamics to build it, focusing on marketing need; to
watch the ecosystem, and to find the right partners.
In fact, there are no standard procedures to be adopted to ensure any enterprise’s success, thus the importance of
getting to know the history of other innovation laboratories focusing on tourism, their operation and their models.
Therefore, this benchmark study was designed to understand how international laboratories are managed and to
provide subsidies for this project’s development regarding its management, and innovation process management,
using knowledge and the integration of effective practices. The most valuable contribution of this laboratory
analysis exercise is the reflection on how this type of organization operates, its challenges and problems, which
becomes knowledge on innovation promotion and strengthening of the tourism sector. “The issue is not simply
gathering data, but using these [experiences] to guide improvements in the innovation process and in the forms
by means of which it is managed” (Tidd et al., 2008, pg. 581).
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APPENDIX 1
Questionnaires for interviews with Laboratory representatives
Axis - Sustainability (budget-financial)
1. How much does it cost to maintain the operationalization of this Laboratory, that is, in terms of expenses
and revenues?
2. How much of financial resources come from the public sector (local government) and how much comes
from private partners?
3. Under what modality do these financial resources come (donation, sponsorship, agreement, etc.)
4. What are the counterparts offered to partners?
Axis - Governance
1. What is the organizational structure of this laboratory / center?
2. What is the decision-making power of the partners?
3. What indicators / metrics does this lab use to verify results?
4. Does the laboratory have autonomy in decisions or is it linked to some external agent? Any government
institution?
Axis - Operational
1. What training or qualification process did the staff undetgo to operate this lab?
2. Do you have operational procedures? Which ones?
3. What is the staffing team dedicated to the laboratory / center?
4. How is the interaction with the city’s innovation ecosystem?
5. How is the selection process to gain access to the laboratory?
Axis – Facilities
1. What are the facilities of the laboratory / center? And what services are offered? Why this structure?
2. What is the reason for setting up a specific space for the lab? What is the benefit?
Other questions
1. Is it possible for people to join the laboratory? Or is it just for startups? How much does membership
cost?
2. What are the difficulties and challenges for the implementation of the lab? And for its operationalization?
3. How was the implantation of the laboratory?
4. What should not be done? Or what went wrong?
Tourism Innovation Lab: Feasibility study
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Chapter 4
INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM
Lorena Viana Souzaa, Marcella Rocha Francob, Luana Carvalho Romero Freitasc, Arthur Gabriel da Silvad
a,b,c,d – UFMG. E-mail: lorena@biomimeticsolutions.com.br; rochafrancom@gmail.com; luana@corelife.me; arthur.gabriel.338@gmail.com

Minas Gerais Innovation Ecosystem
The concept of “innovation system” corresponds to a set of different institutions, which contribute to the
development of a country’s, region’s, sector’s or location’s innovation and learning abilities - and that also affect
them.” It consists of elements and relations that interact in producing, publicizing and using knowledge. The basic
idea of the innovation system concept is that innovative performance does not depend only on the performance
of companies or learning and research organizations, but also on how they interact with one another and with
several other actors, as well as how institutions - including political institutions - affect the development of the
systems. Thus, it is understood that innovation processes that take place within the company are, in general,
generated and sustained by their relations with other companies and organizations, that is, innovation consists
of a systemic and interactive phenomenon, characterized by different types of cooperation.” (CASSIOLATO and
LASTRES, 2005)
As the concept of innovation system became more popular, stimulating cooperation among the actors became
a recommended public policy practice: “building an innovation culture, helping companies to improve their
management in this area; increasing technology dissemination, balancing the support to the cutting-edge
technology sector and the assistance to the dissemination of existing technological knowledge and innovation
for the whole economy; promoting innovative networks and arrangements, avoiding focusing on individual
companies; taking advantage of globalization of the international flow of goods, investments, people and
ideas; and boosting R&D, by adding public and private resources, fostering cooperation among the actors in the
innovation system” (OECD, 1999).
Based on the logic that creating innovation systems require encouraging cooperation among the actors, the idea
of “innovation ecosystem” emerges, that is, a network of interconnected organizations, which are associated
with a focal company or technology platform. According to studies that include Moore’s, and Freeman-Lundvall’s
concepts, the innovation system corresponds to the integration, in a given geographical, economic, industrial
or business areas, among agents, factors, entities, and tangible and intangible activities that interact with one
another and with the socio-economic environment in which they are inserted and spatially clustered.
The innovation process became relevant, as this is an economy’s significant source of added value and wealth,
which determines specific strategies for establishing these relations, to lead to economic development. In this
context, actions belonging to the innovation ecosystem are observed, to cooperate with the new enterprise
development process such as acceleration programs, pre-acceleration, incubation, and Hackathon, which will be
defined below:
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Startup
These are companies at their initial stages that develop innovative products or services, with accelerated growth
potential. The main characteristics present in this model include:
• Scalability: Startup business models are usually scalable, that is, they may quickly reach a large number
of users at relatively low costs.
• Repeatability: Startup business models are usually easily repeatable, that is, the experience of
consuming its product or service may be replicated or reproduced in a relatively simple manner.
• Flexibility and Agility: Startups are capable of meeting and quickly adapting to market demands.

Academic spin-off
According to Scott Shane (2004), academic spin-offs are companies created to explore intellectual property
originated in research works developed in research centers. More specifically, academic spin-offs are enterprise
commonly associated with formal or informal transfer of knowledge or technology, generated in universities, for
companies.

Startup Weekend (SW)
This is a non-profit American company, based in Washington, whose main goal is to provide practical
entrepreneurship events, where innovation ideas are formed. The program occurs in 54 hours, and participants
that have only an idea learn the main methodology to create a startup. Some SW editions focus on specific topics,
such as education, mobility, smart cities, agriculture, among others. Institutions looking to fund entrepreneurship
have the opportunity to organize or sponsor these events.

Pre-Acceleration Programs
These correspond to the initial business development phase. Teams that enter these programs are usually
at the ideation phase or have their first minimum viable product (MVP). At this state, teams work in market
pain validation, solution, business model, market analysis and a financial plan for raising a potential pre-seed
investment, which is usually made by angel investors.

Acceleration Programs
Accelerators are companies whose main goals are supporting and investing on development and quick growth of
startups, helping them to obtain new investment rounds or to reach their balance point when they are capable of
paying their own expenses with their business revenues. In addition to support services and benefits offed, the
accelerator also invests on a small amount (survival money) and, as a counterpart, becomes the startup partner
up to the time of divestment, when its share is sold to investors or companies. In general, accelerators operate
during the Operation and Traction phases. Considering that, during these phases, entrepreneurs have already
launched a product (even if they have few functionalities), and have a consistent and validated business model,
the main challenge for startups is growth. Accelerators contribute with the business boosting potential, by means
of their acceleration programs, assisting in development, planning and execution of short, medium and long-term
strategies.
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Incubation
University company incubators are designed to house innovative companies, originated from research and
science and technology projects. In them, universities seek to provide an appropriate environment for company
development, offering business, financial, accounting and legal assistance, in addition to sharing reception,
phone operator, internet access, etc. costs among the companies installed, providing an environment in which
these select companies have greater growth potential.

Hackathon
The word “hackathon” come from mixing two other words: “hack”, which means programming
with excellence, and “marathon”. A hackathon is a programming marathon that stirs the entire
technology area in a company, which may last for days, and is fully focused on developing
solutions, which may affect both the internal and external organization. Currently, hackathons are
designed to attract people that may generate solutions for company demands, by means of open
innovation.
Figure 1 illustrates some actors in the Minas Gerais startup ecosystem, from pre-acceleration and acceleration
programs, entrepreneurship schools, investment funds and universities.
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Figure 1: actors in Minas Gerais ecosystem
Source: http://www.programalemonade.com/
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Figure 2 briefly illustrates a suggestion of ecosystem players in Belo Horizonte who may have a direct relation
with the Tourism Innovation Lab. This figure was prepared to represent, in a schematic manner, suggested players
grouped into segments, which could contribute to the construction of the Tourism Innovation Lab, according to
three priority levels. The circle was divided into 8 segments, namely acceleration and pre-acceleration programs;
research centers and universities, foment, startups that operate directly in the tourism sector; communities and
coworking; innovative initiatives; and entrepreneurship education. Each segment was divided into three levels,
based on the need to establish connections, level 1 being located in the center and having higher priority.
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Figure 2: Suggested ecosystem players
Source: Prepared by the author

1. METHODOLOGY AND PROCESSES
Part of the development of the work described in this report is the selection of methodologies and implementation
of processes that are internal to Belotur and the Tourism Innovation Lab. After all, different innovation ecosystem
actors have different routines and different manners of implementing acceleration and pre-acceleration programs,
among others (OH et al., 2016).
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As some of Belotur’s internal operational demands, which would probably affect the Tourism Innovation Lab,
were understood, some alternatives to support its creation and operation were devised. Information gathered
inside Belotur, especially during the diagnostic phase, as well as previous students’ experiences with the company
were used for building the methodology.
The creation and operation of the Tourism Innovation Lab must be done in two major stages: innovation center
implementation and operation. Innovation forms and initiatives that may be used for execution and support are
suggested here, as illustrated in Figure 3.

IMPLEMENTATION

OPERATION
STARTUP PROGRAM

TEAM ALIGNMENT

• Ideation, pre-acceleration and
acceleration

• Goal alignment
• Game rule definition
• Network governance

EXPERIMENTATION
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STRATEGY

• Scenario definition
• Strategic priorities
• Strategy unfolding

CONNECTIONS

• Connecting solution demand
and offer

INNOVATION NETWORKS
• Innovation experimentation
laboratory

Figure 3: Flowchart with the steps of suggested methodologies to be
applied the Tourism Innovation Lab
Source: Prepared by the author

The first stage (implementation) shows the need to align the team responsible for creating and operating the
Tourism Innovation Lab, designed to achieve this initiative goals, as well as the need to define the game rules
and the governance required for its management. Players in the tourism chain, whose participation in the board
of directors makes sense, are also defined, taking into account the suggestions made in this report, in a specific
section on this topic.
During the second stage, strategies are suggested for implementing evolutionary and disruptive innovation in the
tourism area. At this point, tourism chain aspects in which there are clear pains for exploration and improvement
must be observed. The following are suggested tools for materializing the Tourism Innovation Lab, separated into
two stages according to the implementation and operation phases.
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2.1. IMPLEMENTATION
At this point, the best way to apply everything that has been proposed here must be understood. Therefore, we
thought of some tools that may contribute to organizing the Tourism Innovation Lab. The tools considered were
the Community Canvas and the Client Journey Mapping.

2.1.1. Community Canvas
The Community Canvas was earlier known as Business Model Canvas, or simply Canvas. This is a methodology
created in the mid-2000s by the Swiss researcher Alex Osterwalder in his Doctoral dissertation at the prestigious
HEC Lausanne, and by Yves Pigneur. Canvas is a visual scheme that allows people to co-criate business models,
analyzing 9 elements common to all companies or organizations: value propositions, key partners, key activities,
key resources, customer relationships, customer segments, channels, cost structure and revenue streams (HSM,
2017).
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The Community Canvas, as shown in Figure 4, is a framework that assists in creating, monitoring, analyzing
and improving a community. A community is much more than a group of people. For social economy, it is the
interaction and the sense of belonging that emerges from this interaction. The Canvas was designed to create
a significant and lasting relationship among the people one wants to attract to one’s project. The image below
represents the framework:
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Figure 4: Layout provided by the Community Canvas.
Source: https://experience.hsm.com.br/posts/o-canvas-domodelo-de-negocio

In conversations with Belotur, several doubts were identified regarding the paths to be taken and the interaction
with stakeholders. This tool was selected to assist them with these issues. The Community Canvas requires
alignment between purpose, the best connections, and the best ways to develop each stage of this tool.
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Creating a community is important for the Tourism Innovation Lab, as it attracts people to develop solutions
regarding tourism problems, creates clear and quick channels for connecting and interacting within these
connections to be created. In addition, several actions to be developed in technological tourism may be easily
outsourced. Organizing as ideas, companies and startups created to improve what already happens in tourism,
with not much work for Belotur’s management may sound complex and confusing at first, as the tool is designed
to analyze all human connections and partners.
We recommend hiring a specialized consultancy company for the application of a Community Canvas.

2.1.2. Client Journey Mapping
This process usually clarifies, tor those preparing it, what the main experiences (and particularly the pains) present
in tourists’ routine, from the engagement stage, when users decide to use a service performed by tourism to their
experiences latent results. They are joint construction processes similar to the construction of a canvas, involving
sensitizing, brainstorming and process design stages (TEMKIN, 2010).
Preparing an experience map helps aligning participants in the process as to actual problems in their operation,
allowing them to focus on solving specific problems, and increasing the chances of effectiveness.
This usually starts with the first reason that made users seek a solution for their problems and ends with reusing
the service, referring it to a friend, or the end of the relationship between the company and the tourist.
At this point, hiring a design or marketing professional, with experience in mapping clients’ and users’ experiences,
in different segments in Belo Horizonte, is recommended, Mapping the main pains will assist the team responsible
for the Tourism Innovation Lab to understand the focus of their first initiatives. For example, by understanding
that, in the tourist journey, finding vegan restaurants is a recurring problem for tourists in Belo Horizonte, an
ideation program or a hackathon are created to develop the solutions designed to solve this pain.
The diagnoses made at Belotur revealed the employees’ concerns about not using clearly defined processes in the
course of innovation projects within Belotur departments. In several testimonies, employees’ frustration for not
knowing the gates and destinations to be given to projects (see Chapter 11).

2.2. OPERATION
After understanding some of Belotur’s internal and external demands, as well as some of its previous experiences
in innovation actions, the Tourism Innovation Lab operation suggested is that illustrated in Figure 5, based on
four action areas:
• Startup programs (ideation, pre-acceleration, acceleration and incubation programs, etc.);
• Experimentation (availability of appropriate environments for testing solutions and innovative products,
at tourism partner’s facilities);
• Connections (development of a relationship between Belotur, partner companies in the tourism area,
and science and technology institutes (ICT));
• Innovation networks (Innovation center methodology based on a Swedish model)
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Figure 5: Main action areas of the Tourism Innovation Lab
Source: prepared by the author

A recurrent concern detected in the diagnosis obtained with interviews with Belotur’s employees is the lack of
communication and direction among the internal departments, especially regarding innovation projects. There
are problems in the internal direction of demands that may differ from routine Belotur actions, as the Tourism
Innovation Lab will be.
Upon realizing this, we strongly suggest the creation and implementation of a digital platform, which will be
responsible for the interface between tourists or tourism companies with innovation demands to be met, and
the Tourism Innovation Lab. We believe this platform may play the role of organizing information and directing
tourism innovation demands to the relevant departments, and of informing the tourist of current actions by the
Tourism Innovation Lab.
Some digital platforms for relationship between startups and companies may be used as a model. The 100 Open
Startups is a good example of such platforms. Its web page, as shown in Figure 6, allows for observing several
challenges in different areas of the production sector (including tourism). Startups register in the platform and
are entered in a database, available for access by companies with problems. The same rationale may be used
in this potential platform for the Tourism Innovation Lab. Different actions, ranging from startup programs to
experimentation, may be advertised on the platform, which will accept registration by individuals capable of
providing services related to the tourism sector indicated, or individuals providing an experimentation and test
environment for their solutions.
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Figure 6: 100 open startups platform layout, used to promote connections between
startups and companies in different market segments.
Source: https://www.openstartups.net/br-pt/

2.2.1. Startup programs
Constituting and maintaining an ecosystem is hard work and must be done jointly, by pioneer entrepreneurs who
become mentors and advertisers of the startup culture lived there, by institutions that acknowledge and promote
startups, and by acceleration programs that foster the development of new businesses, investors and government
agencies that are also involved in the process with projects and incentives.
Fostering the startup culture allows for all advantages listed above taking place. They will help us evolve as a
society. The following are suggestions made for the Tourism Innovation Lab to build and contribute to the startup
ecosystem in the tourism sector.
A. Hackathon
Hackathons must be held with topics defined by the tourism sector, with the purpose of attracting people who
may generate solutions for the demands identified by companies associated with the Tourism Innovation Lab, by
means of open innovation.
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B. Pre-acceleration programs
The Tourism Innovation Lab is recommended to perform pre-acceleration programs in partnership with companies
that already adopt the methodology and that allow for building a personalized program. Lemonade, Agita and
Biostartups Lab are players that allow for executing this type of program in partnership, and that are present
in the Belo Horizonte ecosystem. Each one of them has different types of startups, and this should be analyzed
and defined previously by the Tourism Innovation Lab, based on the profiles of the startups involved in the preacceleration process.
C. Acceleration Programs
Several highly qualified accelerators work with different types of startups present in the Belo Horizonte
ecosystem. Companies, such as TechMall, TroposLab, Seed, Fiemg Lab and GrowBio, have contributed directly to
the leveraging of startups by means of their acceleration programs, assisting in the development, planning and
execution of short, medium and long-term strategies. Therefore, it is suggested the Tourism Innovation Lab either
creates connections and partnerships with these companies to allow for the effective involvement of tourism
startup groups, or develop joint strategies that bring this reality and environment closer to the tourism sector.

2.2.2. Experimentation
Experimentation was devised using the case involving the startup P4Tree and Belotur, in a partnership executed
during the 2018 carnival in Belo Horizonte. Based on a previously established relationship between UFMG
innovation graduate students and Belotur, it was determined that Belotur could provide physical spaces and
resources for the startup to test its technology.
The P4Tree startup developed, at UFMG’s Chemistry Department, a material capable of capturing phosphorus
from liquid effluents, to be used in fertilizer production. In previous researches, startup researchers characterized
human urine as an underused effluent with high phosphorus content potential, which is currently wasted. In
addition, high phosphorus content effluents are responsible for environmental imbalances (ALEXANDRE et al.,
2010; NESME; WITHERS, 2016; YOKOYAMA-MATSUBAE et al., 2007).
Belotur noticed possible interactions and was interested in offering some chemical toilets used during carnival in
Belo Horizonte to be used as test environment. Belotur financed these chemical toilets, the artwork printing, and
the media coverage for the action during the event.
Based on this interaction, experimentation is capable of cooperating with the Tourism Innovation Lab by mobilizing
partner companies and institutions, providing technology test and advertising spaces, especially for tourism
related technology. The digital platform will assist in experimentation actions by associating products or startups
that wish to find a testing environment, to companies that may have related problems or that wish to have more
visibility and greater interaction with startups.
In addition, the financing of peripheral items (in the case of P4Tree, the expenses with chemical toilets and printed
artwork for its doors) may be negotiated with partners or with Belotur, considering that these are bottlenecks for
technology tests, especially in the hard science area. Thus, the platform will qualify solutions from their sectors
up to technology maturity and test expenses.
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2.2.3. Connection
The development of connections has been identified as one of the main requirements for innovation, not only
through shared knowledge, but also by maintaining an “extension” at which innovation projects will take place in
a strategic manner. The true meaning of sharing creativity is being able to solve problems in a shared manner and
in partnership exploring the fact that a group including different people will include people with different abilities
and experiences, which, once shared, will allow for the construction of a mix of knowledges. As the degree of
innovation increases, complexity also increases and the need to attract better-prepared partners, beyond the
organization’s limitations, becomes more prominent (Tidd, J.; Bessant J. 2015).
According to Andrade, et al. (2016), the need for interaction among private organizations, Universities and
Science and Technology Institutes is clear, considering that technological progress has been accelerated in sectors
where innovation is connected to basic science. Therefore, creating connections between technological demands
identified by companies and technology generating sources, such as Universities and research centers, may be
an important activity for the Tourism Innovation Lab. These connections, in addition to resulting in technological
progress for companies in the tourism sector, will allow for associating actual demands with technological
solutions, creating partnerships among universities, other organizations and Belotur, to generate and/or transfer
technologies.
For such, the models suggested for the management of innovation based on the construction of such connections
are Technology-Push and Market-Pull, which are considered by many authors to be responsible for the first and
second generations in the innovation process (Marçaneiro, M. B.; da Cunha, J. C., 2012); which view innovation
as a linear sequence of activities driven by technology (Technology-Push) or by the market (Market-Pull).
The recommendation to work with such methods is related to the possibility of any product being categorized
as technological drive or market attraction. Technology-Push represents new technologies or technological and
scientific developments performed by project teams to yield new products with no specific market demands, such
as, for instance, Apple’s iPad.
Market-Pull, however, is directly associated with society’s needs, which are inspiration for the development of
new products. However, society needs and, consequently, the demand for new products has quickly changed,
which means Research and Development teams in companies that are concerned with innovation have
frequently changed their products. An example of this is the programmable washing machine. Technology-Push
is characterized for being related to the organizations internal R&D sources, research centers and universities,
while Market-Pull is related to organizations, clients, suppliers and competitors.
The development of connections based on Technology-Push and Market-Pull models in favor of innovation for
the tourism sector is strategic in nature, as innovation is not yet developed by most organizations, which become
dependent on external acquisitions. These connections may be made through the previously suggested platform,
where demands (market-pull) and offers (technology-push) may be registered, classified by market segment and
relevance, and redirected internally.
The platform’s goal is to enable managing ideas, demands and solutions, as well as to allow for making connections
among startups, organizations, research centers, universities and individuals, to contribute to innovation in the
Tourism sector. An example of this process is the demand for innovation in the tourism sector identified by Belotur,
resulting in the connection with the Minas Gerais Federal University and the establishment of a partnership to
assist in the process. Figure 7 illustrates the previously cited example, simulating how the process would take
place via platform.
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Figure 7: Simulated connection process based on demands and offers, using as an
examples Belotur’s reaching out to UFMG for assistance in the tourism innovation
process, managed via platform.
Source: prepared by the author.

In using the platform as a tool to manager connections among demands, solutions and ideas originating in
startups, companies, universities, research centers or others, it is suggested that a calendar be prepared to allow
for recurring analysis, classification, selection and directing to interest areas of the registered items. These areas
of interest may be internal to the Tourism Innovation Lab and they may be used as topics for hackathons or preacceleration programs, such as startup weekends, or they may be submitted to partner companies, to create
connections. Therefore, the presence of an employee around to monitor and manage the platform is highly
recommended, for the Tourism Innovation Lab to work as a bridge for building connections.

2.2.4. Innovation networks
“Networks” are defined as complex and interconnected groups or systems whose construction involves using this
definition to perform specific tasks, offering internal development benefits and few collaboration disadvantages
for the parties. The construction of networks becomes appropriate when benefits, such as co-specialization, or
the use of shared structures, among other formalities, exceed the cost of maintaining the networks, which require
investing resources through time, as well as mutual confidence. In addition, the construction of relationship
networks is very important to minimize risks in face of highly uncertain scenarios, such as the purchase of
technologies or the promotion of radical innovation (Tidd, J.; Bessant J. 2015).
Innovation involves taking risks and exploring usually scarce resources in projects that may fail, which makes
working as a network interesting, as it contributes to the dissemination of risks and increase the number of
situations to be tried. Innovation networks are more than mere ways of gathering and using knowledge, as
they allow for accessing different sets of complementary knowledge, accessing new markets and technologies,
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and, mainly, bringing together complementary abilities and competencies at low costs. Differently from rigid
organizational relation systems, each participating member plays a different role in the network, which allows for
adapting participating members individually, based on their needs (Tidd, J.; Bessant J. 2015).
Although virtual networks that aim at searching and disseminating ideas to large audiences have taken the front
seat in the innovation process, the so called “open innovations”, which emerge to find the solution for large
organization problems by means of publicizing, have been widely utilized (Tidd, J.; Bessant J. 2015). In today’s
highly globalized world, due to the high availability and mobility of qualified workers and suppliers, organizations
have been forced to look beyond their walls to find and use external opportunities. External resources from
employees, innovation communities and neighbor networks and ecosystem represent a growing source of value
generation. Open innovation has been a value generation strategy in which organizations have searched external
knowledge to be added internally, and external markets for the existing innovations. This promoted a trend to
advance from the highly structure stage in the innovation model to an interactive process based on the exchange
of experiences and knowledges, among clients, suppliers and research and development partners (Hallbrant, M;
Ingvarsson, J. 2012). Figure 8 portrays the interaction flow within the limits of an organization.

INPUT
Exploring external
technologies and
knowledge

OUTPUT
ORGANIZATION

Exploring internal
technologies and
knowledge

Figure 8: Open innovation process with inputs and outputs
Source: Prepared by the author.

Figure 8 shows that the input flow comes from outside the organization, and is designed to explore external
technologies and knowledge. The output flow comes from inside the organization, and it is designed to explore
internal technologies and knowledge. Both flows have different purposes and lead to different results for the
company, which is responsible for managing how and when to use them (Hallbrant, M; Ingvarsson, J. 2012).
Inducing organizations in the tourism sector to work with open innovation may be a good strategy to be adopted
by the Tourism Innovation Lab as the first step in bringing innovation to the sector. By means of connections and
the establishment of networks, companies of different sizes have access to technologies that allow for reaching
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innovation. Allowing for the establishment of networks involving company specialists, suppliers, universities,
research centers to allow for the identification of solutions for previously identified problems in the sector, may
result great progress for the sector.
Open innovation is designed to explore external technologies and knowledge to the organization and use them
internally in the company. It aims at, simultaneously, trading its products and internal knowledge, always in
search of new path to explore the external domain. As a suggestion to the Tourism Innovation Lab, we believe the
best way to explore the external domain would be the use of the open innovation arena, which acts as interface
between companies and their surroundings, as illustrated by Figure 9.

EXTERNAL

ARENA

INTERNAL

Figure 9: Example of the open innovation process structure
via open innovation arena, which acts as interface between
the organization’s internal part and the external environment.
Source: prepared by the author.

This is consolidated connection network, built through time, associated with several projects in the tourism sector,
consisting of companies, universities, research centers, suppliers, clients and stakeholders, to allow for sharing
experiences, routines, questions, demands and solutions, to contribute to the progress of innovation in this sector
(Hallbrant, M; Ingvarsson, J. 2012).
To build such networks, the Tourism Innovation Lab is instructed to understand the actors, complementary
knowledges, strategic areas, culture and types of links required for building a network for the tourism sector.
In an evaluation of “high value innovation networks” in England, researchers in the Advanced Institute of
Management Research (AIM) 42 found out that characteristics such as high diversification and multidisciplinary
partner networks; scientific partnerships, consultants and neutral knowledge holders within the network; access
to investors and risk capital reduces the risk and provides market intelligence; and proactive management of the
network participants are important factors for network success and sustainability (Tidd, J.; Bessant J. 2015).
Therefore, it is important to understand whether the construction of a wide network involving several sectors,
such as food, transportation, art, and events makes sense, or if creating specific networks for the topics previously
mentioned makes more sense. As an essential step for building such networks is the understanding of the Tourism
Innovation and Laboratory actual goals. Using the previously mentioned Community Canvas tool may be extremely
valuable for building networks, as it allows for developing and working on aspects such as the essential identity,
experience and structuring for achieving lasting, perennial networks.
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Network operation and management is another important aspect to be taken into account, as operating a network
is not an easy task, and requires using a set of management tools, such as a platform or social media that will
vary based on the type or network and its intended goals, which will be defined by the Tourism Innovation Lab.
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Introduction
When companies decide to allocate resources strategically in the social area, it is important to decide the type
of structure to be created. Therefore, deciding the type of organizations (association or foundations) best meets
the financial resource management requirements, required for the expenses, is an important part in the process.
One of the advantages of constituting an organization is that its founders create all the bases of an institution,
identifying values and defining mission, vision, action focus, goals, among others. [2] Chart 2 on page 61 provides
a comparative analysis between association and foundation.

Recommendation
Figure 9 provides a recommended organizational chart for an association in its initial phase.
Assembly
(All associates)

Advisory
committee

Audit committee
Elected members
Board
1 President 1 Vice
(Elected)

Executive management
1 Employee

Projects
1 Employee

Administration/Financial
1 Employee

Figure 10: Organizational Chart for an initial phase Association
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An initial phase Association may include three paid employees, including: one employee allocated in the project
area, one employee for the executive management area, and one employee for the administration and financial
areas, considering these are areas related to the start, middle and end of all activities. All employees must
be qualified for the area. It is recommended, at the initial phase, the association have Legal and Accounting
Assistance for the initial works.

Audit Committee
The audit committee will be elected along with the board of directors and its members, preferably consisting
of people trained in the areas related to the committee’s duties, that is, Economics, Accounting and Business
Administration.

Advisory committee
The Advisory committee is the ultimate decision-making body, and it is recommended its constitution involve the
following areas: Legislation, Mission, Association Administration, to contemplate the associates’ multidisciplinary
nature and representativeness.
Legislation - members in this area may contribute to provide transparency and visibility to the association, as its
actions will, most times, lie within the legal framework, ensuring directors will be sure of their decisions.
Mission - members focusing on the association’s mission may contribute by expediting the association’s duties,
identifying values and vision, action focus, and goals, among others.
Administration - members in this area may contribute to help directors with the mission and in executing activities
with focus on it.

Board of Directors
The board of directors will consist of a President, a Vice-President, First and Second Secretaries, First and Second
Treasurers, who will be chosen as defined in the Association’s bylaws.

The President must: [1]
I.

represent the association actively and passively, judicially and extrajudicially;

II. comply with and enforce compliance with these Bylaws and Internal rules;
III. call and preside over the General Assembly;
IV. call and preside over the Board of director’s meetings
V. sign, along with the first treasurer, all checks, payment orders and titles that represent the Association’s
financial obligations.
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The Vice-President must: [1]
I.

replace the President when he/she is absent or unable to work;

II. assume the presidency, in case it vacates, until the end of the term;
III. provide overall assistance to the President.

The First Secretary must:
I.

take notes during Board of Director meetings and General Assembly and write minutes of meetings;

II. publish all news of the entity’s activities.

The First Treasurer must: [1]
I.

collect and account for associate contributions, revenues, assistance and donations, maintained
bookkeeping updated;

II. pay bills as authorized by the President;
III. submit revenue and expense reports, whenever requested;
IV. submit financial reports to be presented to the General Assembly for approval;
V. submit balance sheets to the Audit Committee every semester;
VI. preserver, under his/her keep and responsibility, all documents pertaining to the treasury;
VII. maintain all cash amounts in a credit institution;
VIII. sign, along with the president, all checks, payment orders and titles that represent the Association’s
financial obligations..
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Presentation
This chapter’s main goal is to discuss and define the most appropriate strategies for Belotur’s Tourism Innovation
Lab. The team working on this chapter on Strategies made recommendations aligned with public policies adopted
by the 2017 - 2020 Belo Horizonte City Administration (PBH - Prefeitura de Belo Horizonte) and by Belotur.

Introduction
The concept of “smart” is usually presented as economic, social, and technological progress based on emerging
technologies such as sensors, big data, open source, collaborative economy, IoT (Internet of Things), etc. Application
of these concepts in the tourism area leads to developing Smart Tourism. A city concerned with providing smart
tourism is not only concerned with offering a better experience to the tourist, but also for its residents. Connecting
attractions, generating information and analyzing it to allow for taking the best action means increasing business
opportunities and increasing a destination’s attractiveness (Gretzel et al., 2015).
Developing the required layers for a destination to be recognized as “smart” is one of the factors often dismissed
by those seeking such recognition. A smart destination does not depend only on the implemented technology, but
also on other layers, such as innovation capability, leadership, collaborative economy, requiring the development
of a strong social capital.
It is possible to divide these layers into two groups: Tangibles and Intangibles (Smith, 2017). Tangible layers
are the essence of smart tourism and involve the entire infrastructure required to offer a better experience for
tourists and for the residents in any destination. Within this layer, it is possible to include the availability of
Internet, sensors and data collectors, hardware and software, in addition to the means required for distributing
information.
The intangible layer includes the social elements involved, such as a population prepared to access information,
innovation capabilities that leads to the creation of new solutions to meet the demands generated, a strong
connection between private capital and government agencies responsible for developing tourism. A Smart
Destination, therefore, could be described as an intersection between a fluid and digital experience for the tourist
and an economic ecosystem driven by data and results.
From the user point of view, a smart destination offers:
• anticipation of its needs according to a series of factors;
• more information about attractions and visitation sites, in addition to the easy access to this information;
• the possibility of sharing experiences with other tourists, thus creating an assistance network.
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From the economic ecosystem point of view, the following will be offered:
• efficiency gains;
• better process management;
• opportunity for new solutions;
• demand forecast;
• crisis management.
The use of Innovation Networks is common in multidisciplinary approaches that involve different actors, such
as the creation of a smart destination and the development of smart tourism. Innovation networks allow for
connecting innovative companies, universities, governments and financial agents (De Pellegrin et al., 2007).
The creation of an innovation network focusing on smart tourism would be capable of connecting actors and
allowing for the exchange of knowledge and co-creation of new solutions, key factors to enable reaching this
goal. We have international examples of how innovation networks may trigger tourism transformation. Paris,
the most popular tourism destination in the world, created the Tourism Innovation Welcome City Lab, a program
specifically designed to encourage tourism innovation. This program connects the city administration, the tourism
department, the Paris airport and numerous companies with interest in the city.
There is also the example of the Montreal, with the creation of the MT Lab, an incubation space focused on
tourism and on fomenting the connection between startups and strategic partners, such as the Quebec Tourism
and Lodging School, Quebec tourism. The development of an effective innovation network that provides the
expected results requires focusing on two aspects of its creation (Schiller, 2008):
Selection of members:
Member selection and the definition of how the relationship will take place must be carefully done. A leader who
is capable of articulating proposals and common goals, as well as of intermediating the exchange of all products
developed based on the network.
Network strategies:
After the network is formed, it is important to have a clear and transparency strategy for all members. The strategy
determines the network’s starting point and goals, placing the project at the center of the established group’s
needs. Considering that each participant in the group has its own interests, it is important that the network’s
strategy and goals emerge from the communication among the parties.

PBH Goals 2020
In 2017, the 2017 - 2020 Belo Horizonte City Administration created the city’s goal program for
the 2017 – 2020 period, designed to define the future plans for the 2020 administration. Topics
addressed by this program included education, health, social policies and sports, environmental
sustainability, housing and urbanization, urban mobility, economic development and tourism,
service to citizens, safety and culture. The most relevant goal program topic for developing this
work about the Tourism Innovation Lab for Belotur was “economic development and tourism”.
The PBH defined 14 goals in the program, looking at the year 2020, and the goals related to the
Tourism Innovation Lab were 5:
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1. placing Belo Horizonte among the top three cities in the national smart city ranking (Belo Horizonte is
in 5th place in 2018);
2. encourage startups in the city, increasing from 20 to 40 the number of accelerated companies with the
support of the city administration per year;
3. keeping Belo Horizonte among the top 10 Brazilian destinations in the ICCA (International Congress and
Convention Association) ranking until 2020;
4. increase specialized tourism services at the Pampulha Lake, such as the nighttime exploration and a
bike tour;
5. attract 12 new events that involve tourism until 2020.
The key idea in selecting the goals was relating tourism and innovation, entrepreneurship and new businesses.

Belotur strategic planning 2017 - 2020
Belotur, as well as PBH, defined company strategies with the new administration. In 2018, the company’s
administration completed the strategic planning for the 2017 - 2020 administration, which focused on the
Smart Tourism Destination plan for Belo Horizonte. As a concept, smart tourism destinations are special tourism
structures that facilitate visitors’ interaction and integration before, during and after the trip, and enhance the
quality of their experience at the destination, by means of innovative methodologies and technologies. The goals
were described on the strategic planning document prepared by Belotur, based on the company’s strategies. The
selected goals that are in closer alignment with the Tourism Innovation Laboratories are 6:
1. promoting the increase of the city’s revenues by expanding and qualifying the tourism activities;
2. supporting continuous improvement in quality of tourism provided in the city;
3. identify and generate data, maintaining a historical scenario to subsidize planning actions in the city
sector, in consonance with demand and offer and world trends;
4. optimizing urban tourism as a decentralized city policy, directed to setting up Belo Horizonte as a smart
destination;
5. supporting the performance of regional, national and international events that generate tourism flow
for the city;
6. boost relations with the tourism market to allow access to the private sector to the opportunities
generated by the tourism activities.
The construction of Tourism Innovation Lab strategies was influenced by the PBH vision plan for 2020, by Belotur’s
strategic planning for the 2017 - 2020 administration, and by the action areas defined for the Tourism Innovation
Lab, which were:
•

technology push – Startups, support to ideation, pre-acceleration and acceleration
programs;

•

technology push – Experimentation, offering support to startups during the technology
test phase;
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•

demand pull – Connecting, encouraging and providing support to the connection between
tourism companies and Science and Technology Institutes (ICT) to comply with society’s
demands;

•

demand pull, Innovation networks, supporting the creation of innovation networks in
critical topics for the tourism sector.

Based on this information, 4 strategies were defined for adoption by the Tourism Innovation Lab, related to PBH
goals, Belotur goals, the Tourism Innovation Lab operation segments, and the main strategy, which is making
tourism in Belo Horizonte smart:
1. promoting and supporting entrepreneurship and tourism innovation events, both national and
international, in Belo Horizonte;
2. supporting and making partnerships to hold idea/startup pre-acceleration and acceleration programs in
the tourism/smart tourism area;
3. generating and providing data and information about tourism in Belo Horizonte and the surrounding
areas to startups;
4. supporting the creation of an environment/physical facility for holding training and mentorship sessions
for startups in the tourism sector.
Table 3 describes the existing relations among the frontline for each Tourism and Innovation Laboratory strategy,
as well as the references for preparing it. The numbers for the PBH and Belotur goals on the table are the same
ones used for each topic in this chapter.

TABLE 3 - Tourism Innovation Lab Strategies related to the PBH, Belotur and their areas of operation.
TOURISM INNOVATION LAB “SMART
TOURISM”

PBH GOALS

BELOTUR

Tourism Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Events

3e5

1e2

Startup, Connection

Smart Tourism acceleration programs

1e2

1,2,4 e 6

Startup, Connection

1,2 e 4

1,2,3, e 4

Innovation Networks, Experimentation

1e2

2,4, e 6

Open data on Tourism
Creation of a Tourism Hub

TOURISM INNOVATION LAB – SEGMENTS

Connection, Experimentation, Innovation
Networks

Source: Prepared by the authors, 2018
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Presentation
“Everything starts with communication or lack thereof.” (Mário Persona). This chapter is designed to relay to
the Tourism Innovation Lab the main communication strategies for the laboratory proposal, that is, the ones
considered to be the most appropriate ones to meet the goals defined. Our propositions for this chapter on
communication are intended to guide the team that will be responsible for the definitions provided here.

Introduction
A good organization communication policy allows for mobilizing employees around what actually matters for
management: meeting goals. The definitions of institutional communication and organizational communication
must be clarified.
For REGO (1986) institutional communication is the area that involves all efforts to advertise an institution and
share its intellectual properties (history, values, mission, vision, etc.). The professional in charge of this activity
is responsible for constituting the identity and the positive image of an institution regarding public opinion. The
tools involved are corporate journalism, public relations, press office, publicity and advertising, social marketing,
cultural marketing, etc.
For KUNSCH (2009) organizational communication is responsible for managing relationships with the institution’s
audiences. It is designed to optimize such relationships, seeking to maintain the alignment between the institution’s
and its internal and external audiences’ interests.
Organizational communication to be worked at an institution to be created may be divided into two strategic
fronts: internal and external communication. Each one deals with a different type of specific audience and has a
different weight for the enterprise brand to be able to inform and engage people inside and outside the institution.
One of the strategic fronts must be directed to the institution’s employees, and the other will be directed to
tourists, Belo Horizonte residents, tourism industry, and innovation ecosystem. This division makes understanding
that each front meets specific demand easier, explaining this distinction. Although these are different works, it
should be stated, they are worked in parallel, to complement one another.
One of the main goals of organizational communication is the definitions of lasting relations with their audiences.
This may be performed by means of actions such as the periodical analysis of information obtained and reports
applied, to identify the needs of the audiences involved. After this analysis, actions must be prepared in accordance
with the institution’s goals and current needs.
Whether the communication is designed to the internal or external audiences, we point out the importance
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of knowledge in relation to what is being advertised and to whom it is being advertised, so that, based on
this knowledge, the manager responsible for this communication may use the best instrument provided by the
communication tools. Tools that constitute institutional and organizational communication to be pointed out are:
• Marketing
• Press office
• Publicity and advertising
• Promotion
• Events
• Researches
Communication is essential for the institution’s survival, as well as for having a good relationship with the
different target audiences. However, communication only takes place by means of the interaction process
developed by the institution. A motivational and transparent connection must be established with all employees.
Thus, communication becomes a tool that promotes synergy for reaching the expected results. Nevertheless, the
process can only be successful when the recipient understands and interprets the message.
For HALL (2004) communication in the organizations is complex due to the different factors that influence it;
however, it is essential that the organization be able to maintain the communication system as clear as possible.

Message Focus x Message Recipient
According to HALL (2004), the communication process has a relational nature, and involves the sender, on the
one hand, and the receiver, on the other. In addition, communications must provide precise and appropriate
information to all members who need the communication content. The Tourism Innovation Lab will be connected
to different players. Considering the innovation ecosystem and all laboratory partners, the tourism industry and
its associates (hotels, restaurants, touristic attractions), the entire Tourism Innovation Lab community, and, finally,
tourists and Belo Horizonte residents, it is important to make the message focus clear for different receiver groups.
After all, although the laboratory activities converge to common goals, each partner may see benefits differently,
and this requires using different communication strategies. Chart 1 below shows an examples of message priority
based on receiver, as well as the strategies that may be used for communication.
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RECEIVER

STRATEGY

MAIN MESSAGE

Tourists/Residents

Site, social media, apps
Application of technologies in events, interventions
in the city

BH smart tourism
Innovation is quality of life
Improving tourists’ and BH residents’
experience

Innovation Ecosystem

Site, social media, apps
Qualification workshops
Talks, events networking

Opportunity – Seeking innovative ideas
Test your idea
BH, tourism is smarter here

Tourism sector companies

Site, social media, apps
Events
Talks

Smart tourism increases revenues
Innovation solves challenges Investing on
innovation yields returns
Those who do not innovate, disappear

Belotur Community Lab

Site, internal newspaper, campaigns, social media
Meetings, periodical reports

We are part of the innovation ecosystem
We need to keep strong and sustainable

Receivers were divided into four groups. For the first group, which includes tourists and residents, the message
focus must be directed to advertising the Tourism Innovation Lab and promoting tourism. People need to
understand that this laboratory is engaged in promoting tourism innovation and in improving the experience of
citizens in Belo Horizonte.
The second group includes players that are mores connected to the Tourism Innovation Lab, the innovation
ecosystem. These players may obtain and offer great benefits, if they associate themselves to the laboratory and
its initiatives. The message focus is actually attracting new partners, with opportunities to generate business for
startups and solving demands related to tourism, in addition to fomenting innovation.
The third group involves the tourism industry and companies in the sector, and the message focus must be the
increase in revenue by investing on innovation. Innovation attracts the attention of clients and, consequently,
yields return to the investor. Those who do not invest on innovation may lose space in the market.
Finally, the Tourism Innovation Lab community, which may also include members of the previous groups, but
whose main goal is the strengthening of the laboratory as solid, robust and lasting formation. In this case, the
message’s strength is directed to internal audiences, to the laboratory’s image, marketing and sustainability. The
Tourism Innovation Lab must be provided with identity and responsibility that values it for its role and that makes
it recognized as an important part of the Belo Horizonte innovation ecosystem.

Internal Communication
Internal communication is associated with the dissemination of information in a uniform manner to all those
involved in the Tourism Innovation Lab. It is important that this laboratory’ initiatives be aligned and informed,
thus ensuring all participants receive feedback on the actions. In addition, during the implementation period,
these important items of mission, vision and values are defined, and they must be widely publicized. The
development of a strong and robust organizational culture depends heavily on the alignment of information;
thus the importance of internal communication.
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Our goal is that all members in this laboratory not only understand their roles and responsibilities, but also
disseminate this idea, based on their knowledge of the structure, governance, metrics, financial strategy, partners
and all other details about the laboratory. Potential internal communication strategies include: internet, email,
internal newspaper, bulletin board, internal campaigns, banners, internal radio, suggestion box, coffee break
meetings, flyer distribution, etc.

External Communication
External communication is designed to promote the Tourism Innovation Lab. Whether to establish new partnerships,
advertise events, show its importance to the players, create/maintain its image, this type of communication must
be quite effective to add value to the Tourism Innovation Lab name. Recognition of this laboratory will depend
on legitimating all activities associated with its various pillars.
The use of the correct external communication may generate many benefits, among which, new partners and
those interested in sharing their ideas for tourism in Belo Horizonte. Another important point is that, at first,
investment in external communication is proportional to the laboratory capability. Communication must not
exceed delivery possibilities. Especially during implementation, when trust relations are still being established,
external communication must be very clear and true, to avoid creating expectations that cannot be met. Potential
external communication strategies include: news, social media, events (hackathons, talks, and planned walks),
intervention in the city, site, advertising (radio, TV, newspapers and magazines), etc.

Recommendations
The following items provide examples of internal and external communication strategies that may be used by
the Laboratory to publicize events, metrics, promoting it, capturing demands, exposing results and involving
partners. Several techniques may be used simultaneously and the main goal is to show how engaged in tourism
and innovation in Belo Horizonte the Laboratory is.

Website
The Tourism Innovation Lab must have a dynamic and updated website, with all important information, regardless
of the audience viewing the content. Some suggestions for tabs include: Institutional, Partners/Startups, News,
Events, and Contact. Nowadays, virtual access are important and quick consultation sources. The site must have
a design that recalls its strategic goals. In addition, for the Tourism Innovation Lab to be an example for other
initiatives, it is important that the site actually have all information that allow for the dissemination of this
laboratory model. The Toyen Startup Village laboratory example is provided below.
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Source: https://www.toyenstartupvillage.no/

Electronic Newspaper
The electronic newspaper is designed to advertise, internally and externally, for partners, news, upcoming events,
results, acknowledgments. The publication frequency must be previously defined and it must be sent to employees
and partners via email, a quick means of distribution at no cost.

Source: http://veiculosecampanhas2012.blogspot.com/2012/08/jornal- internomensagem-certa-para-o.html
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Meetups, Networking Events, Qualification Workshops
The Laboratory must encourage discussions about tourism, innovation and technology and, therefore, it is essential
that not only partners, but also the community be involved in discussions, lectures, cases about innovation,
networking spaces focusing on qualification, inspiration and connection between people and organizations. The
following are examples of simple, low cost events that may yield great results. These events may be directed to
internal and external audiences.
The idea would be, for instance, booking an auditorium for a morning and inviting expert lecturers on topics of
interest for the Tourism Innovation Lab, and inviting not only the community, but also other people interested in
participating in these lectures, round panels and dynamics. It is essential that the frequency of these events be
defined, so that players expect upcoming events.

Source: https://www.amcham.com.br/campinas

Smart interventions/Tourism interventions
The Laboratory must show the community, that is, people not directly connected to the innovation ecosystem.
Tourists and Belo Horizonte residents must know and be interested in the Tourism Innovation Lab. Therefore,
our proposition is that the Tourism Innovation Lab get exposure by means of small interventions in the city,
bringing along a message of smart city, innovation and technology. These interventions may include the Tourism
Innovation Lab site, so that people also use this channel to know the Laboratory value for the city.
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Another intervention form is the tourism exhibition, whether by the implementation of new attractions, such as
the lake paddle boats, for instance, of by structuring guided tourism routes widely available, such as fixed tourism
calendars in Belo Horizonte including transportation, sensory experiences, guided visitations.

Source: https://sinalizarblog.com/2013/06/14/ibm-smart-ideas-for-smarter-cities/

Participation in Innovation Ecosystem Events
The Tourism Innovation Lab needs to be engaged with other partners to encourage innovation and tourism in Belo
Horizonte. Several players organize events, ideation, pre-acceleration and acceleration programs, hackathons,
award ceremonies, fairs, national and international meetings. It is important that the Tourism Innovation Lab is
associated to this type of exposure, which may generate new partnerships.
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Source: https://www.sympla.com.br/i-semana-belo-horizonte-cidadeinteligente--abril-2018 270926

Active participation in Social Media
Nowadays, social media is a good way to disseminate content. With little time and resources, it is possible to
reach many people, with no geographical constraints. Thus, we suggest that the Tourism Innovation Lab have
active and dynamic social media accounts, with all relevant advertising. Counterparts are a positive way to attract
new followers and show involvement in the community. In the example provided below, Unimed offered runners
in the event Encontro Delas (Ladies’ Meeting) to print their names on their running T-shirts in exchange for their
following the company’s profile and post photos using the event’s hashtag. Several counterpart strategies may be
used in innovation ecosystem, in the involvement with the tourism industry, tourists and Belo Horizonte residents
to increase the number of people involved with the Tourism Innovation Lab.

Source: https://www.sympla.com.br/i-semana-belo-horizonte-cidadeinteligente--abril-2018__270926
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Dissemination of Research, Development and Technology
One of the Laboratory’s main pillars is experimentation. This means many ideas may be tested in events in
the city. This promotion of innovation and technology, of startup and research development, as well as these
experimentations’ results, must be advertised. New opportunities may emerge from examples. The example
provided below describes the application of P4Tree during the 2018 carnival when, without many additional
resources, a technology developed at UFMG was tested in chemical toilets for collecting phosphorus from urine.

Source: https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/02/urina-de-folioes-debh-vira-adubo-para-o-jardim-botanico.shtml

Periodical reports
Reports are sources of compiled information that help to understand the Tourism Innovation Lab’s dimension, its
conquests and opportunities. The goal is not having formal reports that will be filed, but rather have a wealth of
information that may be useful to the innovation ecosystem and the tourism industry. These reports may even be
developed based on partnerships with researchers, students, and others interested in data generation/analysis
and in advertising the Laboratory.
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Source: http://www.londonandpartners.com/our-insight
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Presentation
Indicators are management tools that provide the necessary support to strategic management (values, mission,
vision, critical factors for success and strategic goals), operational management (macroprocesses and processes)
and the stakeholders (clients, employees, community, suppliers, etc.) of a given organization. They are extremely
important in the current globalized world for the development of any company, regardless of its area of operation.
Introduction
The indicator concept is associated to a model and a random variable based on time. Therefore, indicators are
defined as quantifiable representation forms for product and process characteristics, used to monitor and improve
results through time. (TAKASHINA, 1998).
Indicators are known to be essential management instruments for monitoring and evaluating activities at an
organization, as well as its projects, programs and policies, as they allow for monitoring the achievement of
goals, identifying progress, improving quality, correcting problems, and indicating the need for changes. (CHAVES,
2014, p.2-3).
In the current scenario of a globalized world, where competition among organizations is intense, result indicators
are important to have control as to whether the company is doing well or not. Result indicators, in addition to
working very well within organizations, may help it to stand out in their area of operation.
Cardoso (2005) states that the definition of performance indicators becomes essential for a company’s success
as they may be used as tools to ensure strategies are defined at hierarchical levels, in department, and even in
locations within the same organization. Result indicators are means used to measure the performance of a given
organization. They will allow for greater control over achieving specific goals, about how your cash flow is, and
about what needs to be improved.
Strategic indicators are the most used ones, as they make developing goals and targets easier. They are based
on results obtained by the company analyzed for a defined period, by means of an objective study, and they
contribute with specific solutions for planning, management and project execution.
As a consequence of using indicators, organizations focus on factors that will effectively contribute to performing
their mission, and that will allow for the establishment of goals that will enable monitoring trends. Such fact will
allow for the development of the organization, considering that, based on the analysis performed on information
provided by it, it is possible to know the organization’s gains and losses and to correct possible errors, always
seeking continuous improvement.
Not all types of indicators selected will be appropriate for meeting the expectations, what is implemented today
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and indicated as appropriate in the future may not be as appropriate as it once was. This is why it is essential to
understand that this means changes and transforms itself at all times, and it is normal that other needs and other
priorities come along. These changes are important and they must be viewed in a positive light, as they will be
able to contribute to the company’s growth.
The use of result indicators may assist positively the monitoring of established goals and show whether results
were satisfactory. They are easily monitored and exhibit untreated real numbers found. Several types of indicators
may be used, thus, it is important to define the indicators that are most appropriate to the company needs. In
addition to defining the indicators to be used, their development must be monitored to identify whether the
results met the expectations or not.

Development
A better understanding of indicators requires definitions about what they are, and about the role they play.
Authors Ferreira, Cassiolato and Gonzalez (2009, p. 24) understand that:
Indicators are measures, of quantitative or qualitative nature, provided with specific meaning and used to
organize and capture relevant information from the element that integrate the object of observation. They are a
methodological resource the empirically inform about the progress of the observed aspect. The National Quality
Foundation (FNQ - Fundação Nacional da Qualidade) (2012, p. 13) has a stricter definition for indicators, namely:
Their main characteristic is the existence of more complex formulas for their calculation, which recommend,
at least, a ratio (division) between two pieces of information. If there is no division between two pieces of
information, then there is no genuine indicator, but information (or a “pure number”).
Despite being very strict, FNQ’s definition is relevant, considering that too many isolated pieces of information
lead to a significant amount of mistakes and make interpretation more difficult. Therefore, it is important to
establish the distinction between “data” or “information” and “indicator”, to avoid mistakes or ambiguities as to
their use.
According to Uchoa (2013), data are available information, although not yet organized or treated. They are not
focused on management, and they may be a number, a text, an image, a sound, a video or other type of media.
Information is data that has already gone through a first level of organization, based on specific interest, such
as in a report. The indicator is already very organized information. Having defined the concept of indicators, and
having established the required differences to avoid mistakes and ambiguities regarding their use, it is worth
pointing out that all types of monitoring and evaluation are based on the examination of indicators (RUA, 2004,
p. 2).
Considering that the market is more and more competitive, companies must have differentials and production
control, as well as the tools to assist in their decision making process.
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Indicators
Numerous indicators are available in the market, but, for each specific company, correctly recommended indicators
are used, which may be done by consultants, and which may be effectiveness and efficiency indicators. To
understand about these indicators, we must first define:
• Efficiency: doing things the right, most appropriate way. It is the optimization of results and means
doing the job in a skillful manner, using the least amount of resources possible, ensuring the best results
and the least waste of resources.
• Effectiveness: means doing the right thing, that is, the degree to which a given goal is achieved.
The efficiency indicator is the comparison between inputs and previously defined entries. This means this indicator
checks if it was possible to perform an activity with a smaller amount of resources or in less time than defined.
The goal is to determine if the activity being performed is correct and if it is the best process. Reduced costs are
one of the main results that accompanies the increase in efficiency. Efficiency indicators affect clients indirectly,
as they are more closely related to internal factors, such as productivity, reduced costs, reduced waste, and use
of resources.
Effectiveness indicators are the comparison between the results and the previously established goals. The main
goal is to comply with the company procedure correctly, that is, to have a perfect product at the end of the
process. A company is effective when it produces good products and services, yielding profit. These indicators
affect the final consumer directly, as they are related to quality, reliability and timely delivery.
Important indicators must be described in the planning of all company processes, whether as part of production
or not. Indicators may be long, medium or short-term and they play an essential role in company planning, as
they have a strong impact on performance. Planning is a management process that involves defining goals and
determining the required procedures to reach them, which are represented by means of plans. Long, medium
and short-term plans are briefly described below, and the associated indicators are represented as a scheme in
Figure 11.

PRODUCTION PLANNING
AND CONTROL

LONG-TERM

MEDIUM-TERM

SHORT-TERM

WORK DELAY
FORECAST

PERCENTAGE OF
ACTIVITIES STARTED
ON TIME

PERCENTAGE OF
PLANNED ACTIVITIES
COMPLETED
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Figure 11: Production
planning and control
indicators Source: Prepared
by the author.
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To act strategically, a manager must define the qualitative and quantitative indicators to be used. Indicators are
understood as information measuring inputs and outputs, process performance, information flow, among other
items that will be translated as reports to be used to evaluate and guide the organization.
These indicators are ways to demonstrate effective and efficient stated in resource use, to meet requirements,
perform tasks and achieve goals. They are useful for presentations to stakeholders, as well as for analyzing
certain situations, identifying problems, monitoring projects, assisting in decision-making. They may also be used
to measure performances regarding behaviors, reactions and levels of satisfaction in a team. In the management
process, indicators are managers’ best friends, as they measure differences between where they want to be
and where they currently are. Therefore, if the right indicators are adopted, the company management is more
effective.
The indicators available include both quantitative and qualitative types. Quantitative indicators are obtained from
measured information, reports and other tools. They may be expressed in different ways, depending on the data
involved and on where they will be used. One of the main advantages of quantitative indicators is how they
lend themselves to comparisons, as well as the fact that such comparisons may be used, for a short period, to
demonstrate if the implemented plan will be easily achieved. They are ideal to provide a quick view of the current
state of the business, and not much effort is required to interpret them.
Quantitative indicators that may be used:
• SLA (Service Level Agreement) - Service level, agreement signed between the technology area and
internal clients, inside or outside the organization;
• people productivity: a tool applied in management to determine the yield and efficiency of processes;
• daily task volume: identifying tasks that may cause bottlenecks or discontinuity within the processes;
• operational performance: measuring the efficiency achieved by the organization in conducting its
operations.
Qualitative indicators that may be used:
• amount of improvement identified: helps managers to build critical reviews;
• aspects that require improvement: direct efforts to a common good, such as the achievement of
established goals;
• number of goals achieved as planned in a given period.
Quality indicators are used to monitor and evaluate the organization’s performance. These indicators reveal
results and help, in a concrete way, in guiding the decision-making process, which may ensure more quality in
processes and/or products, to promote continuous improvement.
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Quality indicators are designed to:
• determine what needs to be measured;
• identify critical points;
• identify what may affect the quality of service;
• monitor results;
• advise on the desired goals and results.
Nowadays, as competitiveness in market increases, companies which do not use appropriate result measuring
tools lose financial control and have problems in remaining actively competitive in their area of operation. Thus
the importance of analyzing different financial indicators. They provide a current view of the company’s reality
and allow for forecasting the future status of your cash flow.
Financial indicators are obtained by means of financial statements that involve a given company. They are
designed to provide users with a good database for present and future decision-making processes, allowing for
evaluating the financial situation with all of the assets. Financial indicators include:
• profit indicators;
• yield indicators;
• capital structure indicators;
• equity indicators;
• activity indicators;
Seeking more effective management mechanisms is part of the routine of all businesses. By adopting smarter
work procedures, companies reduce costs and improve their investments, becoming more competitive. Measuring
business results is essential. Performance indicators come in this scenario. They allow managers to monitor
routine performances and to improve the decision making process with precision. As performance indicators are
extremely important management tools, their use will enable analyzing process results in a more focused manner.
Based on them, it is possible to know:
• if goals have been achieved;
• if the use of company resources was effective;
• the failures that happened during each stage of a project.
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Presentation
This chapter presents a comparative analysis between a Foundation and an Association, to provide information
regarding our guidelines for project management and governance. We recommend choosing the Association
model, as this proposition is more coherent with project goals. After the comparative analysis, it was determined
that foundations comply with stricter criteria in their constitution, operation and termination.

Introduction
Building a decision-making process for strategic allocation of resources requires choosing a coherent organizational
structure, in which the available resources and goals converge in a suitable manner. Being clear about this
organization’s positive and negative aspects is essential to its operational sustainability, aligning private and
public resources, engaging stakeholders and promoting agility of the parties involved, generating suitable results
for the different target audiences. Choosing between an association and a foundation is an important part of this
process.

Foundations
Foundations have altruistic purposes, and they are provided with legal personality. They are managed as
determined by their bases, and they are created by the will of a settlor, who may be a natural or corporate person
capable of assigning patrimony upon the foundation constitution, as provided in article 62 of the Civil Code. To
create a foundation, legally available free and clear assets (property, credit or cash) must be reserved, and the
licit purpose and administration mode must be specified. The definition of the foundation’s essential and specific
purposes is crucial.
Foundations are run by means of bylaws that govern the institution’s rights and duties. According to article 68
of the Civil Code, the bylaws may only be altered by absolute majority decision, but changes may not distort the
foundation’s essential purpose, and they must be approved by the Public Prosecutor’s Office.
Foundations are under the surveillance of the Public Prosecutor’s Office, which has a responsible agency,
prosecutor’s office or foundation board of trustees, whose duties include the approving of foundational bylaws,
approving accounts regarding financial transactions, reviewing manager’s performance, conducting audits,
among other actions included in the Constitutional assignment to watch over foundations.
Foundations may be terminated due to lapse of time of their existence, if so provided in the bylaws, or by judicial
decision. They may also be terminated due to illicit operation, or to impossibility or inutility of their purposes.
Once the termination is determined by law, a destination of the patrimony must be defined. According to the law,
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the settlor’s will is the priority and it must be obeyed. Unless otherwise stated in the foundation’s constitutive act
or bylaws, after the existing liabilities have been settled, the assets will be incorporated to a different foundation
with identical or similar purposes. If no other foundations with similar purposes are found, assets will be donated
to the state treasure.

Associations
Associations are constituted by a group of people aiming at a given non-profit purpose, which may be social,
educational, welfare, environmental, cultural, among others. They are characterized for not distributing or
sharing financial results among the members. Associations are governed by bylaws, and capital may or may not
be involved in its constitution. Revenues resulting from the activities developed are intended for the purposes
described in its bylaws.
Articles 53 and 54 in the Civil Code define associations as follows:
Article 53 - Associations are constituted by the gathering of people organized for non-financial purposes.
Single paragraph - No mutual rights and obligations exist among the associates.
Article 54 - Under penalty of nullity, associations’ bylaws shall include:
I.

the association’s denomination, purposes and headquarters;

II. associates’ admission, termination and exclusion requirements;
III. associates’ rights and duties;
IV. sources of funding for its maintenance;
V. constitution and operation of deliberative bodies;
VI. conditions for changing statutory provisions and for termination;
VII. administrative management format and account approval procedures.
The creation of an association has two different moments: constitution and registration. Constitution takes place
by means of a general constitution assembly, including all associates, for bylaw approval. At this point, the
minutes of meeting for the constitution are recorded. This document is the official record of the association
constitution. It must contain the bylaw registration and the constitution assembly minutes of meeting, notarized
by the Corporate Persons Civil Registration office (PEREIRA, 2008).
After this registration, the association exists legally. At this point, it acquires legal capacity, and becomes subject
to rights and duties. Other procedures are also required for the operation of a civil association, among which,
registration at the Federal Revenue to obtain taxpayer’s registration, social services’ registration, registration at
the city administration, and the registration at the State Treasure, to obtain the State Registration number.
The operation of associations is governed by the bylaws that regulate the institution’s and its associates’ rights
and duties. The document also defines institutional bodies, such as audit committee, general assembly and
governance for the organization (IDIS, 2014). Associations must always comply with the legislation in effect and
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adapt to potential new standards, especially those governed by the Civil Code, the Public Records Law, by the
National Tax code, among other laws in the municipal, state and federal spheres.
According to article 61 in the Civil Code, the termination of associations, as a general rule, is done by means of an
Extraordinary General Assembly called specially for this purpose. Consensual termination, the most conventional
termination modality, occurs by the associates’ decision. Legal termination occurs by legal determination or by
government act that revokes the license for operation. After an association is terminates, its remaining net assets
will be directed to a non-financial purposes entity, defined in the bylaws.
It this definition is not provided in the bylaws, it will be defined by the associates whether assets will be directed
to municipal, state or federal institutions, with identical or similar purposes. Assets will be transferred after
shares or undivided interest amounts have been deducted from the patrimony, if applicable, due to transfer to
the acquiring party or associate heir. Associates may be reimbursed, with due adjustments, for the contributions
they made to the establishment of equity. For such, the bylaws must include a clause that provides on this, and
associates must deliberate about it. At the end of the termination process, the registrations will be canceled for
final termination.
Associations have their purposes defined by the associates, and these may be altered as provided for in the
bylaws. Associations, unlike foundations, are not required to have equity or minimum resources to be constituted,
and this is one of the main reasons why we recommend this be an association, considering the project would
take a shorter time to start.
As management instruments, associations are more flexible than foundations, considering its management is
constituted along the association’s lifetime, and, in case of disposal, assets constituted after the start of its
activities may be disposed of, as provided in the bylaws and if so deliberated by the administrators. In their
administrative process, associations have, by means of their associates, representativeness and decision-making
power, and these are provided in the bylaws and during assembly; unlike foundations, which are constituted by
public deeds and have a permanent nature, and whose acts must be approved by the Public Prosecutor’s office.
The management body consists of Assembly; Executive Board of Directors; Deliberative Council, Executive Council
and Audit Committee. This is an elected management body that constitute the association’s bodies and comply
with the procedures provided for in the Bylaws, under penalty of nullity. Transparency principles must be observed,
that is, all associates must be informed of the election, the time, and the candidates, ensuring it is a clear process
with equal rights are given to all those involved (BOGEA, 2000).
Associations are overseen by several representations of participants and their activities. Among these, associates,
beneficiaries, sponsors and other stakeholders are actively overseeing them. This wide surveillance indicates and
expresses an association’s good management and overseeing practices. This type of control is more frequently
done by external audits, specialized and independent from associations, ensuring great credibility for the
associations that use it. Control is also performed by public agencies, similarly to that performed at regular
companies, involving inspectors who check licenses, reports, fiscal, social and labor tax payments, among others
(MELCHOR, 2010).
Strong arguments in favor of choosing the association structure for the present project include its easy constitution
process, with simpler and less bureaucratic procedures; the fact that it does not require previous equity; and its
greater autonomy that allows for greater organizational flexibility, in case of potential changes in bylaws and
program mission.
However, as no minimum equity is required, ensuring the organization sustainability becomes more difficult,
even in short-terms. Another issue to be considered is the minimum number of people required to constitute an
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association. Effective laws do not specify the minimum number of associates. Nevertheless, as associations are
constituted by “joining people”, it is assumed that, at least, two associates are required. Chart 2 below shows the
main differences between Associations and Foundations.

CHART 2 - Main differences between Associations and Foundations
ASSOCIATION

CONSTITUTION

*Constituted by people

*Defined by associates.
PURPOSES

EQUITY

*Possibility of changes provided for in
bylaws.
*No initial equity or minimum resources
required
*It is a management tool constituted
throughout the association’s life.

FOUNDATION
*Constituted by previously approved
equity by the Public Prosecutor’s office
*Must have a moral, religious, cultural
or welfare nature, as specified by the
settlor
*Unchangeable purposes.
*Essential and allocated by the settlor;
*Initial equity must be sufficient for
meeting all of the foundation’s social
goals.

*Associates, beneficiaries and
stakeholders;
SURVEILLANCE

*External and independent audit;

*Under the responsibility of the Public
Prosecutor’s office.

*Control similar to companies: licenses,
labor, social and fiscal taxes, etc.
*Less bureaucratic constitution;
*Does not require previous equity;
STRENGTHS

*Greater flexibility for bylaw
changes;
*Greater autonomy.

WEAKNESSES

*As no minimum equity is required, the
organization’s sustainability, even for
short terms, may not be ensured.

*Safety regarding permanence;
*Exists independently from the settlor;
*Credibility strengthened by mandatory
external controls.

*All constitution acts, including the
bylaws, are subject to approval of the
Public Prosecutor’s Office

Source: Prepared by the authors, 2018.
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Laws applicable to innovation
• Innovation law (10973, of December 2, 2004): legal framework about the cooperation between academia
and companies, including shared public resources receiving payment (laboratories, researchers, etc.).
• The Good Law (11196, of November 21, 2005): established important fiscal incentive
• mechanisms to encourage companies to invest more in R&D.
• Bill 2177/2011 (now Law 13.243/2016): designed to change several standards - including the Innovation
Law - to simplify and increase interaction between university and company, and to foster innovation
environments.
• Proposed Constitutional Amendment 290/2013 (now 85/2016): positions innovation as a topic similar to
incentives to Science and Technology in the Federal Constitution. Sanction of law 13243/2016, updated
the legal framework for science, technology and innovation, allowing for greater autonomy to the
Technological Innovation Centers.
• Minas Gerais state law number 17348/2008: Provides on the incentive to Technological incentive in the
state. Proposes incentives to the development of innovative processes, establishment of partnerships,
creation of incubators, creation of Technological parks, fund raising, creation and consolidation of
Research Centers
• Law number 10936 of 06/2016 - Municipal Innovation Law under construction: Designed to contribute
to the economic and social development of the city, and to foster entrepreneurship

Legislation about tourism regarding innovation
• Federal Law number 11771 09/2008: Provides on the National Policy on Tourism and defines the Federal
• government duties for planning, development and incentive to the tourism sector.
• Defines tourism as: “a social, cultural and economic phenomenon involving the activities performed by
natural persons during trips and stays at locations other than their usual surroundings, for no longer
than a year”.
• Ensures competitiveness, improved business environment and innovation, reduced bureaucracy, quality,
efficiency and safety in service provision, in addition to encouraging originality and increased productivity
by public agents and private tourism entrepreneurs.
• Encourages research and scientific production associated to tourism.
• Collection and availability of systematized information about tourism products and destinations in the
country to tourists and tourism service providers.
• State Law number 22765 12/2017: Provides on the institution of state tourism policy. The state policy
will be governed in conformance with the Federal Tourism Law number 11771, of September 17, 2008.
• Goals: Implementing mechanisms designed for the planning, development and incentive to the tourism
sector, as well as providing on tourism service providers in the state.
• Increasing tourism flows, stay period, and tourist average spending in the state, by promoting
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• and supporting the commercialization and development of the tourism product.
• Encouraging creation, consolidation and dissemination of tourism products and destinations.
• Diversifying flows among regional units and favor, in particular, lower economic and social development
• regions that have tourism capabilities.
• Providing support to strategic capture programs and support to commerce and service provision in
the area, to the organization of fairs, trade shows, promotional trips, conferences, and national and
international events.
• City law number 10823/15 (Belo Horizonte): Provides on the City Tourism Policy in conformance with the
Federal Tourism Law number 11771, of September 17, 2008 and institutes the Municipal Tourism Fund
(Fundo Municipal de Turismo - FUMTUR).
• Goals: Providing democratic access to the city’s tourist attractions, involving public, private and organized
civil society instances.
• Promoting social inclusion in support to the development of the tourism product.
• Encouraging the creation and consolidation of tourism products.
• Promoting integration between the private sector and the infrastructure financing complementary agent.
• Providing competitiveness to the sector, seeking improved quality, effectiveness and safety in service
• provision.
• Seeking originality, innovation and increased public and private productivity.
• Supporting enterprises designed to tourism attraction activities, capable of maintaining and expanding
visitors’ stay period in the city.
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Presentation
This chapter is designed to provide a previous analysis of the initial cost for starting the project and a forecast of
annual costs for its maintenance. Based on these estimates, the chapter also presents scenarios in which these
costs may be feasible for Tourism Innovation Lab operation.

Introduction
It is essential that the Tourism Innovation Lab have an initial estimate of costs that may affect the progress of the
enterprise. Effectiveness in cost control is critical for maintaining organizational health. Poorly prepared estimates
may prevent the organization from achieving the expected results and certainly affects the expected results. Wellcontrolled management requires discipline and constant analysis of all economic and financial indicators. Detailed
reports and spreadsheets will ensure the enterprise has control over its finances and therefore be successful and
achieve sustainable growth.

Costs
Our cost analysis involved market quotes, based on the Tourism Innovation Lab design, validated by Belotur’s staff.
We concluded that initial estimates for the project start would be approximately R$ 50,000.00 (Fifty thousand
reais). These costs would include the entire structure required to install the Tourism Innovation Lab, such as office
furniture, telephone and computer equipment, initial bureaucratic expenses to register the company.
We expanded our estimates and analyzed the costs for monthly maintenance of the Tourism Innovation Lab,
including wages, social charges, operational costs, and advertising expenses, totaling R$ 250,000.00 (Two
hundred and fifty thousand reais) per year. It should be noted that some expenses are not included, namely
unexpected expenses incurred in the process. We also estimated that, for performing the Tourism Innovation Lab
operations (acceleration rounds, hackathons, miscellaneous events and training sessions), annual costs would
total R$ 100,000.00 (one hundred thousand reais), which would take the costs of annual operation of the Tourism
Innovation Lab to R$ 350.000,00 (three hundred and fifty thousand reais).
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Revenue
To cover the costs listed in the previous topic, we formatted a model of shares for associates to finance the
Tourism Innovation Lab operation. We classified stakeholders in categories to facilitate understanding and
their benefits in the laboratory. These categories are: founding partner, partner, sponsor/supporter, and public
agencies. We based our classification in revenue pyramid, to make understanding the laboratory financing more
effective. Founding partners are the project’s major financiers, involving partner’s contributions, sponsorship
shares, and culture and tourism fomentation laws.

FOMENTATION

SPONSORSHIP

PARTNERS' CONTRIBUTIONS

FOUNDING PARTNERS' CONTRIBUTIONS

Figure 12: Revenue pyramid
Source: Prepared by the authors, 2018.

According to our model, founding partners would have to contribute with a share of R$ 50,000.00 (Fifty thousand
reais) per year. At least five partner companies would be required for this category. These are large size companies
who are major players in the Belo Horizonte tourism sector, thus directly interested in materializing the Tourism
Innovation Lab.
We divided the partner category into medium/large companies and small companies, with different contribution
amounts, to correspond to the partners’ financial availability. For the medium and large companies, the share
would cost R$ 12,000.00 (twelve thousand reais) per year, and at least ten partners would be required to make
the project feasible. For the small company category, shares would cost R$ 2,400.00 (Two thousand and four
hundred reais) per year, and at least ten partners would also be required to make the project feasible.
For the sponsor category, a target amount of R$ 100,000.00 (one hundred thousand reais) to be raised during
the year to fund events, acceleration programs, training sessions and hackathons. Finally, for the public funding
category, our target would be R$ 50,000.00 (Fifty thousand reais) to be raised with projects created and funded
by CNPq, FINEP, FAPEMIG, etc.
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If these goals were achieved, we would raise the amount required to cover the expenses for perfect operation
of the Tourism Innovation Lab. We would also provide partners with a tool to be used in developing the entire
tourism production chain in Belo Horizonte.
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Chapter 11
LESSONS LEARNED
Amir Khatibia, Arthur Meyer Paixãob
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Presentation
In July 2018, Treeksoft [1], proprietor of the leading software for tour and activity operators, surveyed data to
define a profile for modern tourist behavior, and made some forecasts for the year 2019. These data must be used
to ensure the construction of a smart destination is assertive and healthy.

Use of smartphones
In Brazil, approximately 67% of smartphone users feel comfortable and willing to perform all stages in their
tourism journeys using a mobile device. Smartphones are used for more actions than booking hotels and buying
airline tickets. More than 70% of smartphone users also use the device when they are at their destination, to
select activities and locations to be visited. This number is surprising, if compared to a 41% number obtained in
2015. (Google Consumer Insights, 2018).
Tourists’ use of cell phone shows that a smart tourism experience must include mobile elements. In addition,
communication between companies, tourism agents and government entities, on the one side, and visitors, on
the other side, must also take place using this channel. Websites and apps supported by the mobile device are
the key to this communication. Especially the search for information will take place using this channel.
The number of “last minute trips” has increased
Travelers have been taking less time to prepare their trips. Google searches reveal that the number of searches
related to the terms “today” and “tonight” have increased over 150% in the past 2 years. Such increase reveals
the number of tourists that do not plan their itineraries or their activities during their trip has increased. People
tend to choose what to do on the same day and when they have already arrived to their destinations.
Other items, in addition to the selection of rides and activities, have also been decided at the last minute.
Destination selection and hotel reservations have been made few hours before the trip. In the United States, 72%
of all reservations made on the cell phone were made only 48 hours or less before the day of the trip (Sojern
Global Travel Insights, 2018).
What usually triggers tourists to choose their travel destinations are airline ticket and hotel offers, as well as
relevant and duly informed events. A smart destination can be prepared to invite tourists at the right time, based
on their journey. Reaching out to potential tourists, at the time they are choosing their destinations, with the
correct communication and useful information ensures access to a larger market share.
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Bleisure growth
Bleisure is a combination of two English words: Business and Leisure. Lately, this tourism modality has been in
evidence. Studies conducted by Expedia, one of the most important travel search engines in the world, show
that approximately 43% of business trips end up becoming leisure trips as well, especially when they last longer
than a day. Thus, destinations that attract a high number of business tourists must also be prepared to meet this
growing demand for leisure activities close to the business environment.
For travelers, information speed and quality is essential, as the time spent at their destination is short. As many
as 9 out of 10 travelers search rating information online, to read more about the activities they plan to do on their
free time. (Stride Travel, 2016).
Customization is key
The tourism market has always been known for its strong emotional appeal. Travel times are personal moments
that involve strong emotions that must be worked so that the tourist may have a positive perception of the
experience at the end of the trip. 57% of destination marketing organizations, institutions responsible for
advertising and for attracting tourists to a given destination indicate that presenting the specific destination as an
experience, rather than as a product, is an essential part of the strategies. (Treeksoft, 2017). And they are correct,
as 3 out of 4 millennials (generation born in the 90s) prefer spending their money on experiences rather than on
physical goods. (Recode, 2018).
For tourists, customized trips, whether destination selection or activity selection, must mandatorily be offered by
the companies used purchase the trip and by the very destination to where they are headed. All brands involved
in their full journeys may be responsible for the experience and may have a special place in their memories.
Approximately 36% of travelers would be willing to pay more, if they received customized service, based on their
past experiences and personal profile (Google/Phocuswright, 2017)
The tourism journey
For all aspects identified in this chapter, it is very important to have the full tourist journey. Knowing the journey
ensures that communication is efficient, that potential sales are more assertive, and that the final experience is
better for the tourist. A location that intends to be recognized as a Smart Destination must know how to integrate
with the different specific agents that are part of the client’s journey to be able to offer the best contact with the
tourist.
The tourist journey may be divided into 3 major stages, which are true for all tourists. These stages are:
• pre-travel;
• travel;
• post-travel.
The pre-travel stage includes all arrangements required prior to tourists arriving at their destinations. Common
steps in this stage include searching information and defining the destination, purchasing airline or bus tickets,
travel arrangements, lodging definition and possible room booking, and packing. This stage used to include
defining rides and tourist attractions to be visited during the trip. However, due to tourist behavior changes and
to the growing number of smartphone users, this activity now takes place mainly during the trip.
The travel stage includes all of the tourist’s activities at their destination. They may include travel, selecting
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activities, searching information about possible attractions and rides, establishing the relationship with the
destination, participating in events.
Finally, the post-travel stage is essential, as, during this stage, tourists consolidate their experiences, thus
defining how they will remember the trip. Contacting users during this stage may ensure valuable feedback and
recommendations for future tourists.
Airline ticket booking sites, such as Skyscanner, Kayak, GoogleFlights, and Decolar.com are agents that participate
in all of these stages, as are hotel booking sites, such as Booking.com, Airbnb and Trivago, and sites specialized
in offering information on attractions and events, such as FourSquare and TripAdvisor. Finally, some companies
are devoted to following the user during all travel stages, participating in the 3 major moments of the tourist
journey, such as the Exploraapp.com.
The app Explora, devised by partners Amir Khatibi and Arthur Meyer Paixão Meyer, was presented for the AMPRO
challenge. The goal is to offer the tourist a customized point-to-point solution. This way, users may plan their
trips, purchase tickets and book hotels, create an itinerary with attractions based on the profile and, after all, rate
the experience they had in the city. All of this in a single app [2].
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